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About us
Our Vision, Mission & Values
Our Vision

Our Values

A Cambodia free from poverty and
environmental degradation.

•

Neutrality

•

Cooperation

•

Participation

•

Empowerment

•

Accountability

•

Environmental Conservation

•

Transparency

Our Mission
Sustainably improve food security,
incomes, and living standards of poor rural
communities in support of environmental
conservation in Cambodia.

Who We Are

What We Do

The Cambodian Rural Development Team (CRDT)
is a local development NGO which aims to lift
communities out of poverty through participatory
community-based approaches. All of our initiatives
aim at improving sustainable livelihoods and the
well-being of rural subsistence farmers, including
marginalized indigenous people. At the same
time, we strive to support conservation. Since
its inception in 2001, CRDT has been working to
improve and diversify sustainable agriculture both
to lift people out of poverty and protect natural
resources from over-exploitation. Since 2006,
CRDT has developed its social enterprise program
aiming both to help the organization gradually
become self-reliant financially while promoting
life-skills and enterprise-based development for its
target beneficiaries.

Since 2005, through securing partnerships
with large international organizations such as
the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) and Wildlife
Conservation Society (WCS), CRDT has
changed from implementing one-off projects to
sustained integrated programs covering a variety
of sustainable livelihoods, natural resource
management, and community development. These
aim to reach the two intertwined goals:
(1) to raise rural living standards and
(2) to contribute to environmental conservation.
To this end, CRDT undertakes integrated
community development projects through two
programs: Sustainable Livelihood Development
and Social Enterprises.
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Sustainable Livelihoods
Development Program
The original program of CRDT since 2001. The
program involves five components which are usually
integrated into a livelihood development project
undertaken by a team of experts.

Food Security: Supporting livestock,

aquaculture and vegetable production, and
increasing the yield of rice crops in order to ensure
communities have access to a protein-rich and
varied diet and to diversify food sources to equip
villagers to adapt to a changing climate.

Income Generation: Enabling farmers to

Social Enterprises
Program
Since 2006, CRDT has increasingly adopted

identify value chains and directly access markets
for their produce in order to generate income
to raise standards of living. Helping to diversify
income through the creation of small agricultural
businesses and ecotourism.

Water and Sanitation: Constructing

environmental conservation.

water supply systems, open wells and rain water
collectors to provide communities with access to
cleaner drinking water required for preventing
chronic health problems. Building and restoring
canals and river hand pumps to provide farmers
with access to water for crop irrigation in face of
climate change. Constructing toilets to improve
the health of villagers and the hygiene of the
environment.

CRDT’s Target Areas

Renewable Energy: Working to reduce the

a social enterprise approach to its operation.
The purpose of having social enterprises
is to diversify funding sources to support
CRDT, relying less on donors and securing its
ongoing interventions to lift the Cambodian
rural poor out of poverty and promote

use of trees as fuel by installing bio-digesters
of our own design to capture methane gas from
manure which is then used for lighting, cooking
fuel and producing organic fertilizer; using solar
power to generate electricity.

Stung Treng
Siem Reap

Kratie

Phnom Penh

Mondulkiri

Environmental Education and
Waste Management: Demonstrating how

environmental sustainability links to livelihoods.
Enabling communities to value their environment,
reduce exploitation, and manage their natural
resources responsibly at a time of climatic
uncertainty.
3
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From the Chair of the Board
This plan will guide CRDT to
pursue activities in line with its
vision and mission while continuing
to expand sustainably.

2014 has been a year of particular
importance for CRDT and I feel
privileged to have been part of it. I
supported CRDT from its very early
days in 2001 and when I returned
to Cambodia it was an honour to be
invited to take the Chair of CRDT’s
Board of Directors. I am truly
inspired by the journey CRDT has
been on and all the achievements
accomplished in more than a decade
of implementing projects in the
North East of Cambodia.
2014 has been a year of important
structural development within
the organization. Channy and
the executive team completed
their management restructuring.
It has given us a stronger
organization, better policies and
new key personnel who have been
recruited to support CRDT in
management and coordination,
activity implementation and the
social enterprises. Another key
step in 2014 was the design of the
new strategic plan for 2015-2019,
supported by the Board of Directors’
input and feedback.
4
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The social enterprises have also
been restructured and with the
support of new management have
shown increased profitability.
CRDTours has opened its own
office and ,at the same location in
Kratie, Le Tonlé has extended its
guesthouse. These are very positive
steps forward, helping to ensure
CRDT’s future sustainability and
demonstrating the importance of
the social enterprises to the future
of the organisation. The microcredit program is moving ahead and
should be licensed as a rural credit
operator in 2015, a further means
for CRDT to contribute to poverty
alleviation in Cambodia while
ensuring the sustainability of its
operations.
Major collaborations with new
partners and donors have been
established over the year, which
has helped CRDT to shine as a key
local actor for partners to work with
in Cambodia. CRDT now has an
enviable reputation as one of the
premier development organisations
in the country, and one of the few
with close links to environmental
sustainability. Still, challenges are
an intrinsic part of organizational
life and CRDT has had its share in
2014. Funding constraints still limit
CRDT’s potential and the most
difficult challenge has come in the
Finance Department, where an
overhaul has proven necessary.

I would like to take this opportunity
to salute Channy and the Team’s
constant efforts in facing this tough
challenge in financial management
and for coming up with new plans
to adapt and improve the situation.
A brand new finance team has been
hired and with the support of an
external accountant new processes
are being established.
I am confident that the restructure
of the Finance Department will be
successful and further enhance
CRDT’s work. I would also like to
thank my fellow Board members for
their positive approach to dealing
with these issues.
The other directors and I are proud
to be part of CRDT’s adventure,
and we look ahead with confidence
in the bright future that CRDT
is making for itself, and the rural
populations of the Northeast of
Cambodia.
Dr. Alex Diment
Chair of the Board
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From the Executive Director

This year has been the final
year of the reforms to CRDT’s
management begun in March
2013. The implementation of the
previous year’s restructuring plan
proved to be positive and yielded
good outcomes. That gave us
the confidence to conduct the
final changes and complete the
restructuring reforms in March
2015, spreading them over two years
as my original plan proposed. The
reform plan is therefore now being
concluded successfully and should
be a strong foundation for growth in
the years to come.
The primary focus of the year
though has been on strategy. 5-year
strategic plans have been formed
for CRDT as a whole and for the
programs of CRDTours, Le Tonlé
and the Mekong Credit Association
(MCA). These are a good road map
to guide us towards what CRDT
wants to achieve for the poor of
Cambodia and its conservation in
the medium term.

Throughout the year, we have
also reviewed the programs of
CRDT, tried to synergize them and
come up with a single integrated
implementation strategy.
This integrated strategy will bring
coherency to CRDT’s programs
and activities; CBOs and SHGs will
be combined into complementary
models, and the roles of the
livelihoods program and social
enterprises will be aligned so that
they can complement each other to
support the needs of beneficiaries.
The integrated Implementation
Strategy will itself be fully
implemented in 2015, and an
implementation guidance manual
will be produced to assist staff to
apply the strategy properly in the
field.
Strategy has also been developed in
our communication and partnership
work to better assist fundraising
efforts. Fundraising, private
donation and communication
strategies have been developed
and supporting promotional
materials have been produced. New
partnerships have been built and
existing partnerships strengthened.
The most remarkable achievement
of 2014 appears to have been in
the social enterprise programs of
Le Tonlé, CRDTours and MCA.
This year, a second building was
added to the Le Tonlé guesthouse
in Kratie, less than a year after Le
Tonlé opened in Kratie at the end of
2013.

The business of Le Tonlé, Kratie has
been very successful: both buildings
and the restaurant have high
occupancy rates, and its potential
remains promising. CRDTours
opened a new office, shared with
Le Tonlé, in a good location easily
found by tourists. Finally, MCA
has also been notably successful;
the 3-year pilot project came to an
end with a great outcome, and it is
now moving onto the sustainment
stage where MCA can operate itself
independently.
The social enterprises have
great potential to grow further.
Undertaking the restructuring plan
over the previous year has enabled
us to go further to conclude final
structural changes in early 2015.
This final restructure reflects the
growth of the organization as a
whole and of the social enterprises
in tourism and microcredit services,
while complementing the core
program in livelihoods.
As always, I am very grateful to
our staff for working hard and
supporting my reform plan. I would
like to thank partners and donors
for your continued support.
Or Channy
Executive Director
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Our Main Achievements
What we did in 2014
Types of Community Group

79

56

CBOs supported

SHGs established

2,500
more jobs supported

SHG - Self Help Group
Primarily to administer loans to group
members

CBO - Community Based Organisation
All round support to Livelihood
development

80%

of beneficiaries supported
were women

Sustainable Livelihoods Development Program
300 rural families supported through
Community Based Organizations
In 2014, CRDT supported 79 livelihoods CBOs
with a total membership of 1300 rural farmers, 991
being women. Another 6 500 family members were
indirect beneficiaries.
The number of CBOs supported this year decreased from
85 to 79 so that we could focus on improving these groups’
capacities in leadership, management, book-keeping and
reporting to ensure their long term sustainability.

6
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Agroforestry was tried out as a new model of integrated farming
for livelihood development in support of forest conservation
Agro-forestry is the production
of trees and of non-tree crops,
or animals, on the same land.
It has a wide range of benefits
such as providing a long-term,
and complementary production
system, protecting the soil
against erosion and improving
soil fertility, and increasing the
sustainability of both small and
large-scale agriculture. In 2014
an agroforestry project was
implemented for the first time
by CRDT with four communities

living in forrests in Kratie and
Mondulkiri. The purpose was
to promote a sustainable food
production and reforestation
at the same time. Having
witnessed the success of this
first project, with conservation
funds from various donors,
CRDT has spread this model
to over 1 000 rural subsistence
farmer households in Prey Lang
Landscape, the Mekong Flooded
Forest, the Ramsar conservation
site in Stung Treng and Seima

Protected Forest to support
their livelihood activities as
alternatives to timber and other
forest based businesses.
The 80 families involved in the
first project expressed their
satisfaction with the project as
they now know how to improve
their farm land, farming
techniques and crop yields while
conserving the forests in their
communities.

New solutions tested integrating food
production, income generation and
sustainable energy
Exploring initiatives for climate change adaptation, we have tested
a new model of integrated solutions that address the problems of
poor water access, food shortage and energy needs together, with
225 farmers. Farmers were supported with water pumping systems
using solar energy, organic agricultural techniques, farm design,
pest management techniques, and bio-digesters that enabled them
to completely manage their production cycle independently from
rain fall variations, costly and harmful chemical fertilizers, gasoline
useage and time wasted in household fuelwood collection. The
integrated solutions model was believed not only time and cost
efficient but also economically viable, environmentally friendly, with
potential to be replicated and scaled up to other target areas.

7
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1500 farmer households benefited from
practical climate change adaptation
techniques
At a time of pronounced climate uncertainty, our farmers
have been prepared to be more resilient and adaptive in
both their living and livelihoods.
Beyond raising their awareness on climate change, we have made one
big step further by involving them in practical field work adapting
their agricultural activities. Improving their access to water including
the construction of water supply systems, canals, reservoir, ponds,
rainwater collectors and irrigation, have been done to respond to the
problems of drought and irregular rainfall. In addition, the farmers
have been educated about new seeds with higher resilience, water
resource management techniques an adaptive cropping seasonal
calendar.

$ 67,000 of CBO
savings loaned to
support business
development

8
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Saving schemes gained
momentum for all CBO
members to join to work
together and scale up their
livelihood activities.
Once a month members come
join meetings to deposit savings
and discuss their family and
business issues.

Community data on savings
shows that up to 2014, CBOs
together have saved a total of
$67,000 which has been loaned
to members in rotation and
generated interest of $11,000.
The loans have been used to
support businesses such as
chicken raising, grocery stores,
and to support children’s study
and family health care.
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Case story :

Livelihood improvement
through joining in a CBO
Mrs. Phen Sokkhy, 28 years old,
is a farmer in Thmey Village,
Stung Treng Province. She is
married with three children. She
became a member of a CBO,
trained and supported by CRDT
in 2012, and she is now making
agricultural activities the main
source of income.

Case story :

The Power of Saving
Mrs. Morm Savoeun, 55 years
old, lives in Rokakandal Village,
Kratie Province. She is married
with 7 children, 6 sons and one
daughter. Her business is selling
Khmer noodles and fried potato
and banana chips. Her husband
is a rice farmer and agricultural
wage worker. She joined the SHG
called Solidarity Saving Group in
April 2014.

With support from her husband,
she grows vegetables, and raises
livestock not only for family
consumption but also for income
generation which allows her to
send her children to school. In a
year, she earns an extra income
of around $1000 from the sale of
pigs and chickens and $250 from
the sale of vegetables.

health has also improved. I feel

“We create our own daily jobs,”

sustainable livelihoods need to

said Mrs. Sokkhy. “Now, my family

rely on healthy and rich natural

has enough food to eat, and our

resources.”

Before joining the SHG, her
business earned $500-750 per
year.
Since she jointed the group,
she has taken an internal loan
3 times totaling $ 55 to improve
her business. She has also taken
an external loan of $150 for the
family rice farm. With this loan
support, she has seen her family
income double. What she liked
most is that she could access
loans from the group without
collateral.

“If we borrow and use the money
in the right way, and pay back
on time, we can upgrade our
businesses quite easily even
though the loan is small,” said
Mrs. Savoeun. “Moreover, we
can take the opportunities of the
savings meetings to discuss our
families’ issues and business
matters. I feel that some urgent
family issues have been solved
promptly and easily with support
from the group members in the
forms of both loans and advice.”

that we are not poor anymore.
Apart from our agricultural
activities, my husband
participates in a fishery
community and we give a small
portion of our income to support
river patrolling as well. We do
so because we understand that

9
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Social Enterprises
Le Tonlé

Le Tonlé is a training centre for
tourism and hospitality, based in
Stung Treng and Kratie towns.
Le Tonlé provides vocational
training to disadvantaged young
Cambodians in the northeast
region. In line with a training model
of ‘Learning by doing’, the training
centre runs two fully operational
guesthouses and restaurants in
which trainees are able to work
directly with tourists and put
their theoretical knowledge and
understanding into daily practice.
Since 2007, in partnership with
Tourism for Help, the centre has
recruited and trained 18 students
every year. In 2014,
15 out of 18 students found decent
work with a good starting salary
right after graduation, and 2
students went on to start a small
business in eco-tourism.
The last student decided to go back
to continue her high school studies.

http://letonle.org
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All the students come from poor
families in Northeast Cambodia.
Another 18 students for the school
year 2014-2015 have been recruited
and have started their classes in
October.
The total income from the business
operations of Le Tonlé was $54,959
and the net profit was $31,351 which
is a 682% increase compared to 2013
($4593).

Chimor, a former Le Tonlé student
and now a Le Tonlé housekeeper
said: “During my final year in high
school, a tragedy happened to me. I

Most of the profits were reinvested
in the training centre to run the
training program. In addition,
we used part of the profits to
renovate a building providing 5
more bedrooms in the Kratie guest
house which opened in November.
With this expansion, the staff has
increased from 5 in 2013 to 10 in
2014.

was forced to quit school and jailed

Besides the formal training in the
centre, Le Tonlé has also provided
ecotourism consultancy training
to Kampong Kboerng tourism
community on housekeeping and
food preparation.

would have had to work very hard in

/LeTonle

for 2 years for being in a gang fight.
Le Tonlé has changed my life. I
was very excited to be selected and
absorbed new knowledge and skills
for my future career. The training
program was very good and it led
me straight into a job. I can imagine
that if I had not been selected, I
the paddy rice fields, on the river, or
in the construction industry to earn
a living.”

/letonle
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Mekong Credit Association
Access to Finance and Entreprise Incubation
The initial Self Help Group
(SHG) project started by CRDT
in partnership with Hand in
Hand India and Asian Institute
of Technology (AIT) came to
an end in 2013 and was a huge
success.

Fifty six SHGs were newly
formed in 2014 taking the
total number to 211 with 2,446
members of which 87% are
women. The total savings rose to
$73,020, an increase of 193% over
the previous year.

In 2014, The project has taken
significant steps forward in its
endeavour to strengthen the
existing interventions and to
replicate the SHG model to
support more needy people.
The project has expanded to 29
new villages, 18 new communes
and one new district taking the
overall coverage to 91 villages,
39 communes and 9 districts
in the provinces of Kratie and
Stung Treng.

Through the project’s
interventions so far 1,337
family based enterprises have
been supported, equivalent to
5,300 jobs, improving profits
in poultry, rice, pig farming
vegetables, fishing and other
cash crop production.
Skill training in poultry,
mushroom cultivation, tailoring
and for beauticians have
been conducted benefiting 81
members.

In 2014, the project has been
incubating the Mekong Credit
Association (MCA) which is a
rural credit operator (lender)
aimed at supporting small
businesses of rural women, set
up in partnership with Hand in
Hand Cambodia. It will aim to
create “social impact” but also
ensure sustainability. Over a
5-year period, it will aim to build
a portfolio of approximately
US$ 2 million with around 7000
members accessing credit to
develop enterprises and increase
the income levels of poor
families.

11
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CRDTours
CRDTours is a CRDT social
enterprise. It aims to generate
funds to support CRDT’s work on
community livelihood development
and environmental conservation.
CRDTours specialise in offering
unique travel experiences in the
provinces of Kratie and Stung
Treng. All funds generated from
our tours directly support local
communities and environmental
conservation.

In 2014, CRDTours hosted 669
tourists’ visits to communities
along the Mekong River such as
Koh Trong, Koh Phdao, Koh Preah
and Preah Romkel and other parts
of northeast Cambodia such as
Ratanakiri and Mondulkiri. Some
tours were extended to Siem Reap
and Phnom Penh. The tour groups’
purposes are a mixture of leisure,
community development and
educational experience.

In 2014, CRDTours also saw marked
organizational development. It
successfully rolled out its 5 year
business plan and restructured
the operation and management
functions to make the business work
best with 6 staff members.

From these tours, CRDTours
generated a total revenue of $ 93,101
which is a 24 % increase over 2013.

and learning from this job. CRDTours

A net profit of $ 11,017 was
retained in the business while
the income from the tours to
the communities they visited
was $23,178 and $ 3,679 was
contributed to environmental
conservation.

life of local communities in rural

Further tour partnerships were
developed with 3 more companies:
AMICA Tours, See Cambodia
Differently Tours and Malidenna
Tours.
Based on a model of volunteering
and cultural exchange, foreign
volunteers experience Cambodian
life and gain teaching experience.
CWF has hosted 541 volunteers
since 2006, taught 23,718
Cambodians English and provided
84, 521 classroom hours.

CWF
Conversations With Foreigners
(CWF) is an English language
training center in Phnom Penh.
Founded as a social enterprise in
2006, CWF generates sustainable
funding for CRDT to improve
livelihoods in rural Cambodia.
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CWF continues to build on its
unique curriculum, designed to
empower our students to be proud
of their background and enable
them to talk about their lives and
share information about Cambodia
with other nationalities. Focusing
on conversational English we aim to
build the confidence of our Khmer
students in a fun and informal
setting.
We have introduced several new
offerings for our students, including
grammar classes and longer 90
minute sessions.

Sambo Roth, Sales and Booking
Officer of CRDTours said:
“It is my first professional career. I
have put all my effort into working
gives tourists enjoyable and
unforgettable experinces of the real
areas and a chance to contribute
their time to help local people and
environmental conservation. It
makes me happy to be part of a team
helping rural people in Cambodia.”

http://www.crdtours.org
/CRDTours

/CRDTours

We have also designed and
implemented a structured
Internship for our volunteer
teachers, fostering professional
development and ensuring high
quality English classes for students.
The money that CWF provides
to CRDT acts as an unrestricted
fund. The model of partnership
was originally conceived
to address the problem of
unpredictability in funding from
donors and to cover costs that
donors do not normally fund.
So far the money from CWF has
mostly been used to meet the
running costs of CRDT including
staff insurance, salaries and
investment in social businesses.

http://www.cwfcambodia.org
CWFCambodia

cwfcambodia

Major Challenges in 2014
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Our work has been challenged by :
•

The relatively high illegal incomes available to some beneficiaries, from activities such as logging,
acting as a disincentive to them adopting the sustainable livelihoods CRDT promotes

•

A shortage of donor funding that restricts our ability to maximize our potential

•

Scaling up our social enterprises quickly enough to meet the demand for their services

•

The need to create management processes and program structures for CRDT so that as the 		
organisation grows it continues to function effectively

Future Development in 2015 and beyond
We are forward looking to:
•

Rolling out an integrated implementation strategy in which CBOs and SHGs are part of a 		
single development model

•

Scaling up the social enterprises to reach their potential and meet the beneficiaries’ needs. 		
This includes upgrading Le Tonlé’s training, expanding CRDTours and opening a 			
CWF school in Kratie

•

Advancing our M&E system and tools to meet the needs of all projects and programs

•

Diversifying our fundraising strategies

Financial Statement
				
Income				
Balance brought forward from 2013		
$165,514
Project funding			 		$428,140
Sales Revenue in Social Enterprises		
$155,762
Private Donations					$3,519
Other Income					$7,642
						Total income $760,577
Expenditure 			
Direct costs of projects			
$303,694
Business expenditure in Social Enterprises
$106,220
Project and social enterprise support staff costs $133,512
Administration costs			
$16,320
Purchase of Fixed Assets			
$8,843
					Total Expenditure $568,588
				
Balance carried forward to 2015 			$191,989
The Financial Statement is as on December 31, 2014.
All figures are in US Dollars ($).
13
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Our Donors & Partners
A big thanks to you all!
We would like to thank our long term partners:
WWF-Cambodia: CRDT and WWF have been long term partners since 2005. This partnership agreement
allows WWF and CRDT to collaborate very closely to implement development and conservation projects
and to find the human and financial resources necessary. This partnership brought CRDT to work in the
conservation areas along the Mekong River from Kratie to Stung Treng, known as the Mekong flooded
forest and the Ramsar site, and to promote the protection of Mekong Irrawady dolphins and other
endangered species along the Mekong River.
WCS (Wildlife Conservation Society): CRDT started to work with WCS in 2004 and reached a
cooperation agreement in 2005 to support the livelihoods component of the Seima Protected Forest
conservation project. CRDT works in the target areas identified by WCS as priorities for supporting
alternative livelihoods to move the indigenous communities away from illegal and unsustainable
activities such as logging and hunting. The partnership with WCS also benefits CRDT in other
ways: CRDT staff learn about conservation and its link to sustainable livelihoods and they become
environmentally oriented in their community development work.

Our partners and donors in 2014
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Governance
Board of Directors
Dr. Alex Diment (Chairman), Senior Technical Advisor, Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) Cambodia
Mr. Peter Horn, Managing Director and Chief executive Officer, Centre for Investor Education (CIE), Australia
Mr. Tuy Sereivathana, Country Representative, Fauna & Flora International Cambodia
Ms. Chun Sothany, Chief Finance Officer at First Finance Plc Cambodia
Mr. Marc Wancer, Vice President, CDFI Assessment and Rating System, Inc. (CARS™)
Mr. Leang Rattana, Country Representative, Ericsson Cambodia

Current Staff
CRDT currently has over 40 full time employees including management, technical and supporting staff,
volunteers and graduate interns.
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Get involved
To support a CRDT project
Help 375 rural women and their families in northern Cambodia improve
their incomes by creating jobs in sustainable livelihood activities. This
will impact these communities’ economies and environment and help
tackle the local cycle of poverty.

Visit our GlobalGiving page at http://goto.gg/15360
to learn more and donate.
To donate directly

http://goto.gg/15360

If you’d like to support CRDT and contribute to transforming the lives of
rural Cambodians you can make a donation by bank transfer to
Account Number: 1600 20 179519 1 7
Account Name: Cambodian Rural Development Team
Bank Name: ACLEDA Bank Plc.
SWIFT Code: ACLBKHPP

To join the team, volunteer your time or ask for more information
please get in touch . . .

Get in touch
+855 (0) 72 6333 644
info@crdt.org.kh
www.crdt.org.kh
/CRDTKratie
@CRDT_Cambodia

Street 3,
Daun Chroim Village,
Sangkat Kratie,
Krong Kratie,
Kratie Province,
Cambodia
CRDT Reg : 570S/C/N (S.CH.N)
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